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Honduras waiting 
for Israeli 
reciprocity for 
embassy move
HONDURAS: Honduras President Juan Orlando
Hernandez said on Friday that his government would
transfer its embassy in Israel from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem
once Israel opens an embassy in Tegucigalpa.

Right-wing leader Hernandez announced the
embassy move in August and a month later opened a
commercial office in Jerusalem as an extension to
Honduras’ Tel Aviv-based embassy.

Moving an embassy to Jerusalem is highly con-
tentious. Israel claims all of Jerusalem as its capital,
while Palestinians view east Jerusalem as the capital of
their future state. 

“We’re just waiting for the State of Israel, recipro-
cally as is appropriate diplomatically, to open its office
in Tegucigalpa and we’ll be transferring our embassy to
Jerusalem,” said Hernandez.

Traditionally, most diplomatic missions in Israel have
been in Tel Aviv as countries maintained a neutral
stance over the status of Jerusalem.

Israel is currently represented in Honduras by its
Guatemala embassy.

Guatemala was one of the first countries to follow

the lead of US President Donald Trump when he moved
his country’s embassy to Jerusalem, sparking a rift
between Washington and the Palestinian authorities.

Hernandez’s statement came as Honduras took pos-
session of a warship worth more than $50 million
bought from Israel. —AFP

US woman 
jailed for killing 
husband with 
eye drops
WASHINGTON: A South Carolina
woman was sentenced to 25 years in jail
after she admitted poisoning her hus-
band by putting eye drops in his drink-
ing water. In a plea deal, Lana Sue
Clayton, 53, pleaded guilty to voluntary
manslaughter in the death of Steven
Clayton, 64, at their home in Clover, near

Charlotte, CBS-affiliate WBTV reported.
She was accused of poisoning her

husband by lacing his drinking water
with eye drops between July 19 and 21,
2018. Her husband was initially thought
to have died of natural causes but an
autopsy toxicology report showed poi-
sonous levels of tetrahydrozoline, which
is found in eye drops.

“The coroner found a level of tetrahy-
drozoline in his system and that’s when
we opened the case because that was
very unusual for us,” York County
Sheriff’s Office public information officer
Trent Faris said, according to WBTV.

Prosecutors said in 2016 she also shot
her husband in back of the head with a
crossbow, ABC-affiliate WSOC-TV
reported. At the time the incident was

put down as an accident. Speaking at her
sentencing, she admitted poisoning her
husband but claimed he had abused her

“I did impulsively put the Visine in
Stephen’s drink and I did it with the intent
to make him sick and uncomfortable. I
was upset about the abuse and just want-
ed him to leave me alone,” Clayton, wear-
ing an orange prison jumpsuit, told the
court, WBTV video showed. “I never
thought it would kill him.”

Clayton, a former Veterans Affairs
Department nurse, said she got the idea
of using eye drops, which are tasteless,
colorless and odorless, from watching
movies but thought they would cause
diarrhea. Prosecutors however said she
killed her husband for money, throwing
his cell phone in a lake so he could not

call for help and burning his will after-
wards. “She fooled one of the most bril-
liant men I’ve ever known in my life,”
Steven Clayton’s sister Rosemarie
Clayton-Leslie told ABC’s Good
Morning America. “My brother died a
horrific death. I think my brother was
screaming for his life.”

Clayton was arrested in August 2018
and charged with murder. “Of the many
homicide cases I’ve handled, this one
probably takes the cake as far as being
bizarre,” South Carolina Circuit Court
Judge Paul Burch said. While it is unusu-
al, it is not the first time eye drops have
featured in a homicide case. In
December 2019 a North Carolina man
was charged with murdering his wife
using eye drops, WSOC said. —AFP

Mitch McConnell,
the ‘Grim Reaper’ 
of the US Senate
WASHINGTON: Mitch McConnell, the Republican
leader of the US Senate, takes pride in calling himself the
“Grim Reaper,” doling out death to the hopes of
Democratic lawmakers.

The wily six-term senator from Kentucky now holds
the fate of a Republican in his hands — that of President
Donald Trump, no less.

Although Supreme Court Chief Justice John Roberts
will preside over Trump’s impeachment trial in the Senate,
it will be the 77-year-old Majority Leader who actually
calls the shots.

Trump, a brash political neophyte, and McConnell,
who was first elected to the Senate in 1984, come from
vastly different backgrounds and have not always been
on the same page. While Trump is a fast-talking New
Yorker born of privilege, the low-key McConnell suffered

from polio as a child, chooses his words carefully and
delivers them in the slow, southern drawl of his native
Alabama.

Where the pair find common cause is on advancing a
conservative agenda, notably by packing the courts with
judges who share their philosophy.

‘Pretty weak stuff’ 
Appointing scores of conservative judges is “the most

long-lasting contribution that Donald Trump and Senate
Republicans have made for the country,” McConnell told
Fox News recently.

It was a court appointment that perhaps more than
anything else earned McConnell his reputation as a hard-
nosed political operator and a master of the Senate chess
game. Following the February 2016 death of Supreme
Court Justice Antonin Scalia, McConnell blocked the
appointment of Scalia’s successor by then-President
Barack Obama on the grounds it was an election year.
McConnell brazenly refused to hold Senate hearings or a
vote to confirm Obama’s choice, earning him the everlast-
ing fury of many Democrats. The Supreme Court vacancy
was eventually filled by Trump, who appointed a conser-

vative judge, Neil Gorsuch, to the seat.
McConnell has been equally ruthless when it comes

to Democratic legislation making its way from the
House to the Senate, where Republicans hold 53 seats
to the Democrat’s 47. “Think of me as the Grim
Reaper,” he once said, smiling slyly beneath his round,
wire-rimmed glasses. “None of that stuff is going to
pass. None of it.” McConnell sells “Grim Reaper” T-
shirts on his campaign website describing himself as
“the guy who is going to make sure that socialism
doesn’t land on the president’s desk.” McConnell, the
patient and skilled backroom negotiator whose recently
published memoir is titled “The Long Game,” and the
voluble Trump got off to a rocky start.  Two years ago,
when the Senate failed to repeal Obamacare, Trump
aimed a barrage of insulting tweets at McConnell and
questioned whether he should remain in the Senate
leadership post he obtained in 2014.

The grey-haired veteran politician shrugged off the
criticism calling Trump a “new president” who “has not
been in this line of work before.” “I think he had excessive
expectations about how quickly things happen in the
democratic process,” he said. —AFP

US census to kick 
off in remote 
Alaska village
ANCHORAGE: This year’s once-a-decade official
US national population count will start in a small
Alaska Native village perched on the tundra over-
looking the Bering Sea. Daytime temperatures will
be well below freezing.

The 2020 US census is due to launch on Tuesday
in Toksook Bay, a Yup’ik hamlet about 500 miles (800
km) west of Anchorage, the state’s largest city. Census
Bureau Director Steven Dillingham himself is sched-
uled to conduct the first in-home interview, with an
elder chosen by the local tribe.

The Census Bureau has a long tradition of kicking
off the count in rural Alaska months before it gets
under way in the Lower 48 states. There are good
reasons for that tradition, Dillingham told a Friday
news conference in Anchorage.

“Counting those who are in hard-to-reach villages
has been a challenge for the Census Bureau every
decade since 1870,” Dillingham said, referring to the
first count after Alaska became a U.S. territory.
Alaska’s geography is vast, much of it lacking road
connections, and ground transportation depends on
seasonally frozen conditions, he said. Getting a head
start in remote Alaska also ensures that census takers
can properly account for those who migrate with the
change of seasons.

“We must make sure we count residents who may
leave before the spring thaw, when they go back to
either fish or hunt or take maybe warm-weather jobs,”
Dillingham said.

Toksook Bay, where forecasts call for a daytime
high temperature of just 13 degrees Fahrenheit (minus
10 degrees Celsius) on Tuesday, has a population of
683, according to state data, and depends on com-
mercial fishing and traditional harvests of wild foods.
For the village, the status as first to be counted is an
honor, said tribal leader Robert Pitka, administrator of
the Nunakauyak Traditional Council.

“I have no words to explain how special it is,” he
said. The visiting census workers and the accompany-
ing crowd of journalists chronicling their effort will be
greeted by Alaska Native dancers and a feast of tradi-
tional foods, Pitka said.

Pitka said he hopes the visitors will learn about
Yup’ik culture. “They will see the lifestyle that we
have. It’s remote. We don’t have roads,” Pitka said.
Festivities aside, the census is serious business for
Alaska Natives in Toksook Bay and elsewhere.

Mandated by the US Constitution and now con-
ducted largely by telephone and internet, except in
remote areas, the census is used to set legislative dis-
tricts. It also determines funding for a wide array of
social programs ranging from education to trans-
portation and housing assistance.

But census undercounting is a chronic problem for
the nation’s indigenous residents, many living in
remote locales without street addresses. The Census
Bureau has estimated its 2010 census missed 4.9 per-
cent of Native Americans living on reservations.
Undercount estimates for Alaska Natives, who do not
live on reservations, range as high as 8 percent. Pitka
said he is one of those who might have been skipped
when census takers last visited Alaska.”I don’t recall it
taking place 10 years ago,” he said. “I don’t know if I
was even counted.” To improve its count, the Census
Bureau is increasing its efforts to communicate in
indigenous languages. —Reuters

GIBRALTAR: Gibraltar is considering becoming part of
the Schengen zone as a way of ensuring fluidity of
movement on its border with Spain after Britain leaves
the European Union, its Chief Minister Fabian Picardo
has said. 

His remarks, made in an interview with AFP on
Friday, came just two weeks before Britain and
Gibraltar formerly leave the bloc and enter into an 11-
month period of intense negotiations to thrash out the
details of their future relationship. 

And for Gibraltar, a tiny British enclave at the south-
ernmost tip of Spain, arrangements along its lone bor-
der post — which counts more than 28,000 crossings
every day — will be central to talks when the so-called
transition period begins on February 1. 

“We talked about this issue before Brexit... about
Gibraltar becoming part of the Schengen zone,”
Picardo said, referring to a passport-free zone where
people can move freely across the internal borders of
the 26 member states, four of whom are not part of
the EU. 

Britain is one of six EU nations that are not part of
Schengen, but if Gibraltar were to join, it would be “a
positive step”, Picardo said.  “Does it make sense for
the EU that 2.5 square miles (6.2 square kilometres) at
the southernmost tip of Iberia should not be accessible
to EU citizens? I don’t think it does. 

A strategic port on at the mouth of the
Mediterranean, Gibraltar provides a lifeline for some
14,000 workers who cross in and out every day, the
vast majority from the impoverished Spanish city of La
Linea which flanks the enclave.

That number also includes around 2,500 British
nationals who live in Spain where property is cheaper.
“We need to look very carefully at how we calibrate
that going forward,” he said, stressing the crucial
importance of having a “fluid frontier” Gibraltar and the
rest of the bloc.

“If you look at other microstates in Europe, they

take the benefit of common travel areas with
Schengen, even if they’re not entirely part of the
Schengen information system,” he said in an apparent
reference to Lichtenstein, which is one of the four
non-EU member states. 

“There is the ability to move fluidly between the
territories of the EU and these microstates,” Picardo
said. “All of these things will be considered in the con-
text of the negotiations going forward.”

A sensitive pressure point 
Picardo also dismissed concerns that Spain would

have the upper hand if it wanted to exert political
pressure by stepping up checks and choking the bor-
der after Brexit, when neither Britain nor Gibraltar
could rely on EU intervention.

In 2013, a dispute over an artificial reef in waters
claimed by both sides sparked a war of words that
triggered months of gridlock at the border after Spain
intensified checks, which only ended when Brussels
stepped in.  “Any EU citizen crossing the border will
still have recourse to the Commission or the European
court if there are disproportionate delays,” Picardo
insisted.  “Management of that frontier, which is in the
hands of Spain, must be in keeping with European
rules because this is. . . access to the European
Schengen zone.”

Although Spain ceded Gibraltar to Britain in 1713,
Madrid has long wanted it back in a thorny dispute
that has for decades involved pressure on the frontier.
Tensions peaked in 1969 when the regime of dictator
Francisco Franco shut down the border which did not
fully reopen until 1985.

“If you think where we were in our relationship
with Spain 100 years ago, we were in a better place
perhaps than we are today,” Picardo remarked, saying
that Franco had repeatedly used the border as a pres-
sure point and successive Spanish governments had
traditionally done the same. 

“Putting pressure at the frontier does not tend to
persuade the people of Gibraltar that we’ve ever been
wrong about wanting to remain entirely British.”

In recent years, notably since Britain’s shock vote
to leave the EU in 2016, there had been “a shift in the
traditional position” of Spain regarding Gibraltar,
Picardo said, expressing optimism about the prospect
of dealing with the new leftwing coalition government
in Madrid.

One of a number of “very positive” developments
was a remark by Socialist Prime Minister Pedro
Sanchez who expressed a desire “to look beyond the
eternal issue of sovereignty to understand how we
could improve the economics of the region”. 

Gibraltar plays an important role in the economy of
the adjacent area of Spain known as “El Campo de
Gibraltar”, which has one of the European Union’s
highest jobless rates. —AFP
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Gibraltar eyes joining Schengen 
to ease post-Brexit border fears

GIBRALTAR: Chief Minister of Gibraltar Fabian Picardo speaks during an intreview with AFP in Gibraltar. —AFP

PUERTO CORTES: Handout photo released by the Honduran Presidency of Honduran President Juan
Orlando Hernandez (C) taking part in the handing-in ceremony of a coastal patrol vessel bought from
Israel in Puerto Cortes, Honduras. The 60-million dollar General Jose Trinidad Cabanas ship, built by
Israel for Honduras’ Naval Force (FNH), was handed Friday to Honduran President Juan Orlando
Hernandez. —AFP


